In tests of long-term performance, researchers are faced with several research design choices. For instance, when estimating abnormal returns, what specific firm characteristics should be used as matching criteria to select control firms? What weights should be placed on each characteristic? Should an event firm be matched with one control firm or multiple control firms or with a reference portfolio? Should we use the calendar-time portfolio approach? We provide guidance to researchers on these questions by evaluating the power of the test using simulation analyses. We find that the quality of matching when selecting control firms has little impact on the power of the test. Among the alternative approaches studied, the Fama-French calendar-time portfolio approach obtains the highest power in random samples. Interestingly, we find that the higher power of this approach is attributable to the return aggregation method rather than the insample fit or the use of multiple risk factors in the model. In non-random samples, the FamaFrench approach obtains the highest power but is severely misspecified. The correction for misspecification involves matching on appropriate firm characteristics to estimate the empirical distribution of pseudo-alphas; thus, in general, the calendar-time portfolio approach in conjunction with matching produces well-specified tests with the highest power. Even so, for a reasonable sample size, the power of the best available methodology to detect economically significant abnormal returns is quite low.
Introduction
A number of prior studies have documented significant abnormal long-term returns following major corporate events.
1 Studies in the literature use diverse methods to test for abnormal performance, but the rationale for the choice of a specific method is not always clear.
We propose that the power of the test is a natural criterion for evaluating the merit of wellspecified alternative methodologies. The power of the test is especially a concern in cases where previous findings of abnormal performance are overturned in support of efficient pricing by markets. For example, studies have found that most long-term return anomalies become insignificant when the methodology for measurement of abnormal returns is corrected for known statistical problems or is based on different models of expected returns (see Fama, 1998 and Mitchell and Stafford, 2000) . However, it is also possible that these methodologies are not powerful enough to detect abnormal performance even when it is economically significant.
Absent an analysis of the power of alternative methodologies, the conclusion that there are no significant abnormal returns following specific corporate events lacks conviction.
Prior research has focused on specification problems associated with test statistics designed to detect long-term abnormal stock return performance. For example, Barber and Lyon (1997) document that test statistics based on abnormal returns calculated using a reference portfolio approach are misspecified, that is, their empirical rejection rates exceed theoretical rejection rates. Lyon, Barber, and Tsai (1999) show that the specification problem can be resolved by basing inferences on either a skewness-adjusted t-statistic or an empirically 1 These events include initial public offerings (IPO) and seasoned equity offerings (SEO) (Loughran and Ritter, 1995 , Spiess and Affleck-Graves, 1995 , Brav and Gompers, 1997 , Brav, Geczy and Gompers, 2000 , and Gompers and Lerner, 2003 , share repurchases (Lakonishok and Vermaelen, 1990, and Ikenberry, Lakonishok and Vermaelen, 1995) , acquisitions (Agrawal, Jaffe and Mandelker, 1992, and Loughran and Vijh, 1997) , stock splits (Dharan and Ikenberry, 1995 , Desai and Jain, 1997 , and Byun and Rozeff, 2003 , spinoffs Rosenfeld, 1983, and Cusatis, Miles and Woolridge, 1993) , and dividend initiations and omissions (Michaely, Thaler and Womack, 1995) . generated distribution of long-term abnormal returns. While prior studies have systematically analyzed and evaluated alternative methodologies in terms of test specification, an equal amount of attention has not been accorded to a comparative evaluation of the power of these approaches to detect abnormal performance.
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In this paper, we focus on the analysis of power within the class of well-specified alternative approaches for calculating long-term abnormal returns. We evaluate three approaches that are commonly used in the literature: control firm approach, reference portfolio approach and calendar-time portfolio approach. These approaches are motivated by the empirical observation that certain firm characteristics, for example, size and market-to-book ratio (MB), can explain stock returns in the cross-section. Controlling for returns due to these factors is expected to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of event-firm returns. An intuitive method of controlling for known factors that affect returns is the control firm approach, which attempts to closely match every event firm with a non-event firm. As matching criteria increase, the econometrician faces a number of trade-off situations. For example, is it preferable to match closely on size and industry and tolerate a poor match on MB or is it better to match on size and MB and ignore industry? Is it preferable to use a single control firm that is a fairly close match or a portfolio of control firms that on average is a worse match? Alternatively, should an event firm be matched with the size-MB reference portfolio? Or, should we totally give up on matching and instead use the calendar-time portfolio approach? Is the choice of methodology dependent on the characteristics of the event sample?
Theory provides little guidance here. The metric we use in this paper to answer questions like these is simple. From among well-specified alternatives, whichever matching or other technology increases the signal-to-noise ratio and thus the power of the test should be preferred.
We test for power using a simulation method, inducing annual abnormal returns in the event sample ranging from -15% to +15% in increments of 5%. In the context of specification and power, we systematically address several variations of design that have been used in a somewhat ad hoc fashion in tests of long-term abnormal performance.
We find several interesting results in tests based on random samples of 500 firm-months.
Matching an event firm with one control firm yields well-specified tests for all matching technologies. Matching on multiple characteristics involves choosing the weight given to a specific characteristic. We find that neither differential weights (between 0 and 1) attached to size versus MB as matching characteristics, nor the order in which these characteristics are used for matching has any impact on the power of the test. In fact, the power of the test when matching an event firm with a control firm that is randomly drawn (i.e., not matched on any firm characteristics) is almost as high as matching on size and MB. We find that matching on industry in addition to size and MB improves the power of the test, but only marginally. Thus, in general it appears that for random samples the specific matching technology is immaterial to the power of the test.
We find that, although matching with one control firm yields well-specified tests, the power of these tests is quite weak. Intuitively, it appears that the variation in event and control firm returns is so high that matching is ineffective in increasing the signal-to-noise ratio.
Matching an event firm with multiple control firms improves power due to reduction of noise in abnormal returns. However, the skewness in benchmark portfolio returns leads to misspecified tests. After correcting for skewness, matching with multiple control firms substantially improves the power of the test (relative to one control firm) for all matching technologies and at all levels of induced abnormal return. When matching an event firm with ten control firms, we find again that differential weights on size and MB and variation in the sequence of matching have no impact on the power of the test, similar to the one control firm case. The reference portfolio approach (100 size-MB portfolios), which is similar to using multiple matched control firms, not surprisingly obtains similar power.
We find that the Fama-French calendar-time portfolio approach is well-specified in random samples and yields the highest power relative to control-firm matching and reference portfolio approaches. In fact, for an induced return of ±5%, the power relative to the single control firm approach nearly doubles. Our analysis allows us to conclude that for a random sample of event firms there is no justification for tests based on the single control firm matching technique.
We further analyze the source of the increase in power achieved by the calendar-time portfolio approach. When we exclude the size and book-to-market factors from the Fama-French model, the test is misspecified. Interestingly, after correcting for this misspecification by using the empirical distribution of pseudo-alphas of size-MB matched pseudo-portfolios, the power of this one-factor (value-weighted market index) model is as high as that of the three-factor model.
Further analysis shows that the higher power of this approach is attributable to the method of aggregation of returns (monthly calendar-time abnormal returns instead of annual buy-and-hold abnormal returns) rather than the in-sample fit of the model or the use of multiple risk factors.
Randomly selected samples are generally not descriptive of event samples used in most studies of long-term performance (for example, samples of IPOs). We analyze the power of alternative approaches to detect long-term abnormal performance in nonrandom samples. The reference portfolio approach yields misspecified tests for subsamples of extreme MB and subsamples with industry-year clustering. All three approaches yield powerful tests for subsamples of large firms with rejection rates in excess of 70% at all levels of induced abnormal returns. Similar to the random sample case, the calendar-time portfolio approach yields the highest power overall for subsamples of small firms, extreme MB subsamples, and subsamples with industry and time clustering. However, consistent with Kothari and Warner (1997) and Lyon, Barber, and Tsai (1999) , we find that the calendar-time portfolio approach is severely misspecified for nonrandom samples. It is noteworthy that the correction for misspecification involves matching on firm characteristics to construct pseudo-portfolios to generate the empirical distribution of alphas. Hence, the calendar-time portfolio approach works for non-random samples only in conjunction with matching.
Our paper contributes to the literature studying alternative methodologies for testing long-term abnormal performance. A number of studies have focused on specification problems associated with these methodologies and found that abnormal performance substantially reduces in significance after appropriate correction for misspecification (for example, Fama, 1998, and Mitchell and Stafford, 2000) . We conduct a comprehensive analysis of the power of alternative methodologies for detecting long term abnormal performance within the class of well-specified tests. Our analysis allows us to make some recommendations to guide future research.
We recommend that: (i) Researchers not focus on fine-tuning matching schemes but rather discontinue relying on the matched-control firm approach, since it leads to uniformly lowpower tests.
(ii) Researchers use the Fama-French calendar-time portfolio approach to test for long-term abnormal performance. However, one should keep in mind that this approach, while relatively powerful, suffers from severe misspecification in nonrandom samples. We recommend therefore that this method be used after appropriate correction for misspecification by constructing the empirical distribution of alphas of pseudo-portfolios. There may be a concern that the construction of pseudo-portfolios by drawing firms from reference portfolios matched on industry, size and MB may not achieve the best match with event firms. 3 We propose that researchers construct pseudo-portfolios by drawing a reference portfolio of firms matched with event firms on the "propensity" score, where the propensity score can be calculated using multiple firm characteristics as suggested by Todd (2006) . (iii) Researchers should note that an increase in sample size, while increasing the power of the test, results in a greater degree of misspecification. (iv) Researchers should be aware that even for reasonable sample sizes the power of the best available methodology is not high enough to provide conclusive evidence that there is no abnormal performance following corporate events.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and methodology for implementing the three approaches. Simulation results of random samples are discussed in Section 3 and of nonrandom samples in Section 4. Section 5 includes concluding remarks.
Data and Methodology
Our sample includes all NYSE/AMEX/Nasdaq firms with monthly returns data available on CRSP and book value of common equity (data item 60) at the end of each year available on
Compustat. We only include securities identified by CRSP as ordinary common stock (share codes 10 and 11). Our final sample includes 1.514 million firm-month observations over the period July 1973 through December 2002.
We randomly draw an "event" sample of 500 firm-months and calculate the abnormal return for each firm-month over a twelve-month period beginning with the month following the event month. We calculate the appropriate test-statistic to test the null hypothesis of zero mean abnormal return. We repeat this procedure 500 times and count the number of times the test rejects the null hypothesis. Given that our sample firms are randomly drawn and no "event" has in fact occurred, a well-specified test at the 5% significance level should reject the null of zero abnormal returns in 5% of cases. To evaluate the power of the test, we induce a constant abnormal return in the event sample ranging from -15% to +15% in increments of 5% and calculate the test statistics of 500 simulations for each level of induced abnormal return. 4 The power of the test is indicated by the percentage of times the null of zero abnormal return is rejected at the 5% theoretical significance level.
We calculate abnormal returns based on three alternative approaches that are commonly used in the literature: (i) the control firm approach in which the event firm is matched with the control firm(s) on specified firm characteristics; (ii) the reference portfolio approach based on portfolios of size and MB; and (iii) the calendar-time approach which estimates alphas from the Fama-French three-factor model.
Control firm approach

Matching technologies for construction of control samples
The matching approach to calculate abnormal returns is essentially a data driven exercise.
It is based on the notion that firms with similar risk characteristics should earn a similar rate of return and hence the difference between the sample firm's and the matched firm's return is deemed abnormal. Several trade-off situations arise in selecting the dimensions of matching.
First, as the number of matching characteristics increases, the match fit becomes poorer. Second, while matching the event firm with one control firm produces a close match on firm characteristics, the abnormal return may be noisier relative to matching with multiple control firms where the idiosyncratic component of returns gets averaged out. Third, the multiple control firm approach may reduce the noise in abnormal returns, but it may result in the distribution of abnormal returns being positively skewed leading to biased t-statistics. We evaluate these trade-offs by testing alternative matching technologies.
We use size, market-to-book ratio, industry, market beta, and past return performance as candidates for matching characteristics. We consider whether (i) matching on a single versus multiple characteristics, (ii) differential weights placed on matching characteristics, (iii) the sequence of matching characteristics, and (iv) single versus multiple control firms make a difference to the specification and the power of the test. We use a distance metric, an adaptation of the "composite match score" in Van Ness, Van Ness, and Warr (2002) , to minimize the difference between characteristics of the event firm and the control firm so as to obtain the closest match on multiple characteristics. The distance metric is calculated as: 
Calculation of abnormal returns
We calculate the buy-and-hold return for each event and control firm over a period of 12 months beginning in the month following the event month. Abnormal return for each event firm is obtained by subtracting the buy-and-hold return of the matched control firm from the buy-andhold return of the event firm. As suggested by Loughran and Ritter (2000), we weight each sample firm's return equally since our objective is to measure abnormal returns of the average firm undergoing some event. Further, as these authors argue, since most market patterns are stronger for small firms than for large, tests which weight firms equally (rather than valueweighting) would be more meaningful.
When we match an event firm with multiple control firms, the abnormal return (AR it ) is calculated as the event firm's buy-and-hold return minus the average of buy-and-hold returns of all control firms matched with that event firm. That is, 12 12
where R it equals the return of firm i, month t, and n equals the number of control firms with which the event firm is matched. In measuring abnormal returns, we follow Lyon, Barber, and Tsai's (1999) recommendation to use buy-and-hold returns instead of monthly rebalanced portfolio returns for the multiple control firms. As discussed by these authors, the latter measure is subject to rebalancing bias. Rebalancing bias arises because the returns of the portfolio of multiple control firms are calculated assuming monthly rebalancing while the sample firm returns are compounded without rebalancing. Buy-and-hold portfolio returns are not subject to this bias, since they do not involve monthly rebalancing. When an event or control firm is delisted during the holding period, we use the CRSP delisting return and assume that the proceeds of the delisted firm are invested in an equally-weighted size-MB reference portfolio. 
Test Statistics
Prior research has documented that the distribution of long-run abnormal returns calculated using a portfolio of control firms (reference portfolio) is positively skewed which leads to biased t-statistics (see Barber and Lyon, 1997, and Kothari and Warner, 1997) . Since the skewness bias does not arise when an event firm is matched with one control firm, we use the conventional t-statistic for tests of specification and power. In the case of multiple control firms, we address the skewness problem by simulating the empirical null distribution of long-run abnormal returns from pseudo-portfolios, and evaluate the significance of the sample mean using the empirical p values from this generated distribution.
The procedure we follow is similar to that used by Brock et al. (1992) , Ikenberry et al.
(1995), and Lyon et al. (1999) . Specifically, for each event firm, we randomly select a pseudo event firm from the multiple control firms that are matched with that event firm. To calculate the abnormal return of the pseudo event firm, we take the return of that firm and subtract the mean return of the remaining control firms corresponding to that event firm. The average abnormal return of all pseudo event firms is the abnormal return of this pseudo-portfolio ( pseudo AR ). We repeat this procedure 1,000 times and obtain a distribution of abnormal returns from pseudoportfolios. We use the empirical p values from this generated distribution to test the null hypothesis that the average abnormal return of the original event sample ( AR ) is zero. That is, the null hypothesis H 0 is rejected at the α-level (5%) if: 
Reference portfolio approach
Construction of reference portfolios
We first form deciles of firm size (market value of equity) by ranking all firms on the basis of their size at the end of June of each year. Within each size decile, we form deciles of market-to-book ratio calculated as the market value of common equity at the end of December of year t-1 divided by the book value of common equity at the end of fiscal year t-1 (following Fama and French, 1992 and 1993 ). Thus, we obtain 100 size-MB reference portfolios. We exclude firm-years with negative book value of common equity.
Calculation of abnormal returns
We calculate abnormal returns by subtracting the buy-and-hold return of the reference portfolio from the buy-and-hold return of the event firm. Buy-and-hold returns for the 100 size-MB portfolios are calculated over a period of 12 months beginning in the month following the event month. We follow the procedure recommended by Lyon et al. (1999) to calculate buyand-hold portfolio returns without rebalancing ( pt R ). We first calculate compounded returns for each firm in the portfolio over the holding period and then average the holding-period return across firms in the portfolio:
where n t is the number of firms in the portfolio in event month t. Note that the same firms are included in the portfolio throughout the holding period. This method avoids the rebalancing bias in the calculation of returns as discussed in Section 2.1.2. In addition, it avoids the new listing bias as noted by Lyon et al. (1999) . Portfolios that are rebalanced monthly include new firms that begin trading after the event month. Since newly listed firms generally underperform market averages, abnormal returns based on monthly rebalanced portfolios are likely to be biased upward. Buy-and-hold portfolio returns avoid both types of biases. When a portfolio firm is delisted during the holding period, we use the CRSP delisting return and follow the procedure discussed earlier for matched control firms.
Test Statistics
Since the t-statistic based on the reference portfolio approach is subject to skewness bias, we use the empirical p values to test for specification and power. We follow the procedure used for the multiple control firms approach to calculate empirical p values from simulated distributions of abnormal returns of pseudo-portfolios.
Calendar-time approach
Estimation of alphas of calendar-time portfolios
The calendar-time portfolio approach discussed in Fama (1998) has been used by a number of studies testing long-term abnormal performance after corporate events, for example, Loughran and Ritter (1995), Gompers (1997), and Brav et al. (2000) . Lyon et al.
(1999) find that the Fama-French three-factor model eliminates the problem of cross-sectional dependence in sample-firm returns and yields well-specified tests. Mitchell and Stafford (2000) also find the calendar-time portfolio approach to be robust with respect to most statistical problems. These authors argue that, since corporate events cluster through time and by industry, failure to account for the cross-correlation of event-firm returns leads to biased inferences. In fact, they find that results supporting abnormal long-term performance following three major events, namely mergers, seasoned equity offerings, and share repurchases, substantially reduce or disappear after correcting for cross-sectional dependence in buy-and-hold abnormal returns.
They recommend the use of the calendar-time portfolio approach to eliminate the problem of cross-sectional dependence in event-firm returns.
Using our random event sample of firm-months, for each calendar month, we construct a calendar-time portfolio of firms that had an event within the last twelve months and calculate the monthly return of the portfolio. Based on the time-series of calendar-time monthly portfolio returns, we estimate the alpha from the Fama-French three factor model:
where R pt is the monthly return of the calendar-time portfolio (equally-weighted or valueweighted), R ft is the risk-free rate that equals the return on one-month Treasury bills, R mt is the return on the value-weighted market portfolio, SMB t is the difference in the returns of a portfolio of small firms and a portfolio of big firms, HML t is the difference in the returns of a portfolio of high book-to-market firms and a portfolio of low book-to-market firms. The estimate of the intercept, p α , is the measure of abnormal returns earned by the event sample. We induce abnormal returns under the assumption that they are earned uniformly over the twelve-month post-event period. 
Test Statistics
Fama and French (1993) note that the three-factor model is unable to completely describe the cross-section of expected returns even on the dimensions on which it is based, as illustrated by the significant intercepts of several size-MB portfolios. To correct for the known mispricing of the Fama-French model, we test for the significance of alpha not against the null of zero but based on the empirical distribution of alphas estimated from pseudo-portfolios. Specifically, for each event firm, we randomly select a pseudo event firm from the corresponding size-MB reference portfolio. Using the sample of pseudo event firms, we estimate regression (4) and obtain a pseudo-alpha. We repeat this procedure 1,000 times and obtain a distribution of pseudoalphas. We use the empirical p values from this generated distribution of alphas to test whether the alpha of the original event sample is zero. 
Results of Random Samples
As explained in the previous section, we randomly draw an "event" sample of 500 firmmonths over the period July 1973 to December 2002. We report the power of the three alternative approaches to calculate abnormal returns for random and nonrandom samples. For each model of expected return, we also determine if the test is well-specified by examining whether the rejection rate is below the theoretical rejection rate (5%) in the case of zero abnormal return. Table 1 , Panel A, reports the results of power and specification when an event firm is matched with one control firm. We pre-specify weights attached to different matching characteristics (size and MB) and select the control firm for which the distance measure defined in equation (2) is the minimum. It is interesting to note that varying the weights on size and MB does not make a significant difference to the power and specification of the test. Examining the first five rows of Table 1 , we find that, for different combinations of weights, the power of the test changes by at most 4% (19% to 22.8%) for an induced annual abnormal return of ±5%, and by at most 5% (63.2% to 68.4%) for an induced annual abnormal return of ±10%. Moreover, we do not find any particular combination of weights that consistently obtains higher power for all levels of induced returns. 8 We also examine the power of a commonly used matching technique: where a control firm is identified as the closest match on MB (size) from the set of firms with size (MB) between 70% and 130% of the size (MB) of the event firm. We find that neither this particular matching scheme nor the order in which the matching characteristic, size vs. MB, is used makes a significant difference to the power and specification of the test.
Control firm approach
An intriguing finding in Table 1 relates to the power of the test when an event firm is matched with a randomly drawn control firm (that is, a control firm not matched on any firm characteristic). We find that the power of this random firm matching is almost as high as matching on size and MB. From these results, for a random sample, the quality of the match is immaterial to the power of the test. Most likely, the match-quality is unable to improve power because the portion of returns explained by the matching characteristics is too small relative to the high idiosyncratic noise in returns.
Panel A also shows that matching on industry in addition to size and MB improves the power of the test to some extent. Although matching on size and MB does not produce more powerful tests relative to a random match, industry matching does achieve some improvement.
Also, random matching within industry achieves marginally higher power than purely random matching. For all matching technologies, the power of the test does not exceed 26.2% for an induced annual return of ±5%, and 69.4% for an induced annual return of ±10%. Thus, overall, the power of the test is quite weak even when we induce economically significant returns.
All matching technologies produce well-specified tests with empirical rejection rates that are not significantly different from 5% for the null hypothesis of zero abnormal return. The last two columns of the table show the percentage of t-statistics that are less (greater) than the theoretical cumulative density function of the t-statistic at 2.5% (97.5%). Our results show that the rejection rates are not significantly different from the theoretical rejection rate of 2.5%, indicating well-specified tests at both tails.
While matching an event firm with one control firm produces well-specified tests, it introduces substantial noise in the abnormal return measure which leads to a low power test. In
Panel B of Table 1 , we report results of different matching technologies when an event firm is matched with ten control firms. Note that since the t-statistic has skewness bias when multiple control firms are used, we evaluate the significance of the sample mean using the empirical p values from a simulated null distribution of long-run abnormal returns. As the last two columns of Panel B indicate, this method produces well-specified tests. Panel B further shows that, relative to matching with one control firm, matching with ten control firms increases the power of the test for all matching technologies especially in the case of ±10% and ±15% induced return. At -5% induced return level, the power increases from 25.6% to 45.2% when matched on industry with equal weights on size and MB; on the other hand, at +5% induced return level, the power increases only marginally from 26.2% to 29.2% for the same matching technology. Thus, at the ±5% induced return level, the power function is strongly asymmetric consistent with that observed by previous research. 9 This result suggests that the control-firm matching approach has stronger ability to detect negative abnormal returns relative to positive and hence is more likely 9 Consistent with this result, based on the size-MB reference portfolio approach using empirical p values, Lyon et al.
(1999) report a rejection rate of 28% for an induced return of -5% versus a rejection rate of 15% for an induced return of +5% (their Figure 1) . Note that although the power function is asymmetric when multiple control firms are employed, the test is well-specified under the null. (A well-specified test does not rule out asymmetry in the power function which arises from an asymmetric distribution of firm returns.)
to find significant results in relation to corporate events with negative returns (for example, IPOs, SEOs).
Similar to matching with one control firm, neither varying the weights on size and MB nor changing the order of matching characteristics makes a difference to the power of the test.
Also similar to matching with one control firm, matching with ten random firms obtains similar power to matching on size and MB. Further, matching on industry in addition to size and MB improves the power to some extent, consistent with the single control firm case. Random matching within industry also obtains higher power than matching with ten random firms in general (except for the case of -5% induced returns). These results suggest that, except for industry, matching attributes (size and MB) are ineffective in improving the power of the test.
Overall, matching with multiple control firms achieves significant improvement in power relative to matching with one control firm. Thus, it appears that the noise reduction achieved by using multiple controls is more critical to improve power than a high-quality match. Figure 1 show the effect of an increase in the number of matched control firms (matched on industry, size and MB) on the power of the test. We find that the power monotonically increases when we increase the number of control firms from one to ten, but adding further control firms has little incremental effect. From these results, in situations where hand collecting of additional data for control firms (for related tests) may be cost and time prohibitive, researchers can achieve results using five control firms that are almost as powerful as using ten or more control firms. In Table 2 , we also compare the results of multiple control firms with those of the reference portfolio approach. Results show that the power of the test based on 100 size-MB reference portfolios (average size: 43 firms) is similar to that obtained with ten control firms. It appears that on average the noise reduction achieved by matching on multiple control firms reaches a plateau at ten firms, beyond which adding more control firms does not lead to incremental improvement in power of much significance. Tables 1 and 2 are based on tests of random samples of 500 firm-months. In Table 3 , Panels A and B, we increase the sample size from 500 to 2,000 firm-months and test for abnormal performance based on portfolios of ten control firms and the reference portfolio. As expected, for both approaches, the power increases significantly when we increase the sample size from 500 to 2,000 firm-months; the increase is dramatic when the induced return is ±5%. This is consistent with the standard result of the effect of an increase in the number of sample observations on the power of the test (for example, Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay, 1997). Also, the asymmetry of the power function reduces as the sample size increases consistent with the underlying distribution of portfolio returns being better approximated by a normal distribution for larger portfolio sizes. From these results, the power of the test is less of a concern when analyzing large samples. What comes as a surprise from our results is that a sample size of 500 observations, which by most standards would be considered reasonable, is not large enough to obtain powerful tests in the context of long-term abnormal returns (of 5% annually). Of course, for extremely high abnormal returns, say in excess of 15% annually, a smaller sample size will also result in powerful tests. To address concerns regarding low power, a researcher may achieve a large sample size by extending the time series to include events further in the past;
Multiple control firms and reference portfolios
Effect of sample size on power
however, in this case the assumption of no structural change must be valid. 
Calendar-time portfolio approach
Panel C of Table 3 reports the results of power and specification based on the FamaFrench calendar-time portfolio approach. To correct for model misspecification, we test the significance of alpha using the empirical distribution of pseudo-alphas as discussed in the previous section. For the random sample of 500 firm-months, based on the corrected teststatistic, the test is well-specified and the power of the test is significantly higher than that obtained using matched control firm and reference portfolio approaches at all levels of induced returns. The power increases from a maximum of 45.2% to 54% with ±5% induced abnormal return and from 93.4% to 98% with ±10% induced abnormal return. Relative to single-control firm matching (in Table 2 ), the increase in power is even more impressive --100% and 45% for induced abnormal return of ±5% and ±10%, respectively. Further, compared to the other two approaches, the power function is more symmetric when we use the calendar-time portfolio approach due to the symmetry of monthly portfolio returns. Figure 2 summarizes the results in Tables 2 and 3 by comparing the power function of four approaches using a random sample of 500 event-months: (i) matching with one control firm (based on industry, size 0.5 and MB 0.5),
(ii) matching with ten control firms (based on industry, size 0.5 and MB 0.5), (iii) reference portfolio approach, and (iv) calendar-time portfolio approach. It is clear from Figure 2 that the calendar-time portfolio approach achieves the highest power relative to the other approaches.
We further investigate whether the power of the Fama-French calendar-time approach is 10 Gur-Gershgoren, Hughson, and Zender (2007) achieve an increase in sample size and a corresponding increase in power by matching each of N event firms with M control firms resulting in M correlated abnormal returns for each event firm. The significance of these MxN abnormal return observations is then tested after controlling for the induced correlation (using the Wald test).
higher relative to the other two approaches due to the in-sample fit of the data or due to the difference in the method of aggregation of post-event returns. First, we exclude the size and book-to-market factors from the Fama-French model and estimate the model with only the value-weighted market factor. After correcting for the misspecification (using pseudo-alphas),
we find that the power of the one-factor model is as high as that of the three-factor model (untabulated). This suggests that the inclusion of size and MB as risk factors does not contribute to the increase in power of the calendar-time portfolio approach. 11 Interestingly, we find that the power of the test remains unchanged when we restrict the betas of risk factors to be one, i.e. the monthly abnormal return is the difference between the event-firm return and the market index (for the one-factor model). Note that, with beta restricted to one, this approach is equivalent to measuring monthly calendar-time abnormal returns. Thus, it appears that the higher power of the Fama-French calendar-time portfolio approach is attributable to the method of aggregation of returns (monthly calendar-time versus annual buy-and-hold) rather than the in-sample fit of the model or the use of multiple risk factors.
Further, we find that the power increases significantly when we increase the sample size from 500 to 2,000 firm-months, similar to what we find for the other two approaches.
In summary, our results of random samples show that:
(i) Size and MB as matching characteristics do not improve the power of the test.
(ii) Differential weighting and ordering of size and MB as matching characteristics also do not improve the power of the test.
(iii) Industry matching does improve power, but only marginally.
(iv) Increasing the number of control firms improves power; this effect levels off at around ten firms.
(v) The power of the test using the reference portfolio approach is similar to that obtained with ten matched control firms.
(vi) Increase in sample size leads to higher power.
(vii) Fama-French calendar-time portfolio approach obtains the highest power among alternative approaches.
These findings offer some insights which can be useful to researchers conducting longrun abnormal performance tests. Overall, the calendar-time portfolio approach provides a wellspecified test with the highest power (among alternatives). However, it is imperative to recognize that the calendar-time portfolio approach produces well-specified tests only after appropriate correction for misspecification. Even though this approach achieves the highest power among alternatives, for random samples of 500 firms, the highest power achieved is only around 50% when we induce an economically significant annual abnormal return of ±5%.
Results of Nonrandom Samples
The above results provide some interesting and surprising findings in relation to the power of the test of long-run abnormal returns in random samples. Given that most tests of longrun abnormal performance are conducted on event samples with a concentration on some firm characteristics, it is worthwhile to examine how the various approaches compare when using nonrandom samples. In light of our finding that matching on size and MB appears to be ineffective in improving power in random samples, it is especially interesting to examine if these matching characteristics improve power in settings where sampling biases exist. To construct nonrandom samples, we randomly draw 500 samples of 500 firm-months from a subset of the population (e.g. small firms). We test for specification and power using the three approaches in these nonrandom sample settings.
Firm size stratification
We use the top and bottom quartiles of firm size from the population and obtain a random sample of 500 firm-months within each of the two quartiles. Table 4 shows results of the three approaches (matching event firms with ten control firms, reference portfolios, and calendar-time portfolios) for both small (Panel A) and large (Panel B) sub-samples of firms. We only report results based on matching event firms with ten control firms given that our tests using random samples indicated that this matching scheme produces higher power than matching with one control firm. As expected for nonrandom samples, when we match on ten randomly drawn firms, the test is misspecified for both subsamples. 12 Also, matching with ten randomly drawn firms from the same industry obtains misspecified tests for both subsamples. Similarly, matching only on MB (and not on size) produces misspecified tests for the subsample of small firms. These naive matching schemes clearly indicate the need for improving the quality of matches to obtain well-specified tests. This is apparent from our results using control firms matched on size and MB which produce well-specified tests. Interestingly, matching on industry, size and MB also results in misspecified tests for the subsample of small firms because requiring industry matching may result in poor matches on size and MB. Therefore, in the evaluation that follows, we focus on power of different matching technologies excluding industry as a matching attribute.
Similar to tests using random samples, the power of the test does not change significantly with varying weights on size and MB (untabulated). The results in fact show that for subsamples of small and large firms, matching on both size and MB does not produce significant improvement in power relative to matching on size alone. Comparing the subsamples of small versus large firms yields an interesting result. We find that tests of abnormal performance of the subsample of large firms are significantly more powerful for all matching technologies relative to those for the subsample of small firms. The lower idiosyncratic noise in returns of large firms is quite likely the reason for this result. This suggests that it is easier to detect abnormal performance if the event sample is made up of mostly large firms, for example tender-offer share repurchases.
The reference portfolio approach obtains slightly higher or similar power for samples of both small and large firms relative to matching with ten control firms. We find a clear increase in power using the Fama-French calendar-time portfolio approach for small firms relative to control-firm matching or reference portfolio approaches; however, for large firms, we do not observe consistently higher power for any particular approach (see Figure 3 also ). These results suggest that the calendar-time approach is relatively more powerful when there is more noise in event-sample returns as in the case of small firms. The table first presents results for the FamaFrench calendar-time portfolio approach testing the significance of alpha against the null of zero ("null: alpha=0"). Note that, as indicated by previous research, the model is severely misspecified, i.e. obtains non-zero alpha, for certain subsamples. Therefore, the table also reports results after correcting for this misspecification, by using the empirical distribution of pseudo-alphas of samples of similar size and MB as explained earlier ("empirical p value").
In conclusion, if the event sample is composed of mainly large firms, then all three approaches produce similar power of a relatively high magnitude. If the event sample is composed of mainly small firms, the power of the test can be improved by using the calendartime portfolio approach after appropriate correction for misspecification. However, despite the improvement, the power of the test is significantly lower relative to that for large firms.
Market-to-Book stratification
We use the top and bottom quartiles of the market-to-book ratio (MB) from the population and obtain a random sample of 500 firm-months within each of the two quartiles. Table 5 shows results of the three approaches for both high MB (Panel A) and low MB (Panel B) sub-samples of firms. As expected for nonrandom samples, when we match on ten randomly drawn firms, the test is misspecified for both subsamples. Also, matching with ten randomly drawn firms from the same industry obtains misspecified tests for both subsamples. Matching only on size produces misspecified tests for both the high and low MB subsamples, while matching only on MB produces misspecified tests for the high MB subsample. The results show that using ten control firms matched on size and MB produce well-specified tests for both subsamples.
Similar to nonrandom samples of small and large firms, the power of the test does not change significantly with varying weights on size and MB (untabulated). We find that tests of abnormal performance of the subsamples of high and low MB firms have comparable power for all matching technologies.
We do not find consistently higher power when comparing the ten control firms approach with the reference portfolio approach for both the high and low MB subsamples. However, the reference portfolio approach is misspecified for the high MB subsample. The Fama-French calendar-time portfolio approach is also severely misspecified for both high and low MB subsamples, consistent with Kothari and Warner (1997) and Lyon, Barber and Tsai (1999) .
However, we correct this misspecification by using the empirical distribution of pseudo-alphas using firms of similar size and MB as explained earlier. Using the corrected test-statistic, the calendar-time portfolio approach yields consistently higher power for both high and low MB subsamples at all levels of induced abnormal returns relative to matching with ten control firms and the reference portfolio approach (see Figure 4 also).
Industry and calendar clustering
Given the consistently higher power achieved by the calendar-time portfolio approach, we next attempt to load the deck in favor of the matching control-firm approach and study the comparative power. Both the reference portfolio approach and the calendar-time portfolio approach do not control for the industry of the event firm. The calendar-time portfolio approach equally weights the time periods irrespective of the number of event firms in each time period.
We construct event samples that are clustered by time and industry to study if matching can achieve higher power, at least, in this case.
Specifically, we construct samples clustered by industry and year by first randomly drawing 121 industry-years out of 49 industries over the 30-year sample period. Next, we partition the 121 industry-years into 10 groups of varying sizes. From each industry-year group we then randomly select varying number of firm-months to form the final industry and time clustered sample of 500 firm-months. The objective of this clustering scheme is to include heavy concentration of firms in few industries and years and lower concentration in others. Results of the three approaches are presented in Table 6 . Our results of matching event firms with ten control firms show that matching on only size and MB (but not on industry) yields misspecified tests. The power of the test with industry, size and MB matching is comparable to the power for a random sample (without industry-calendar clustering) with similar matching. Overall, it does not appear that industry-calendar clustering has a significant impact on power.
Using the reference portfolio approach yields misspecified tests because the benchmark does not include industry in the matching scheme. The Fama-French calendar-time portfolio approach yields more power than matching with ten control firms on industry, size and MB (see In summary, our results for nonrandom event firms show that:
Reference portfolio approach is misspecified for high MB and industry clustered subsamples.
(ii) Calendar-time portfolio approach yields the highest power when samples are stratified by (i) size, (ii) MB, and (iii) have industry-calendar clustering.
(iii) All approaches yield powerful tests for large firm subsamples with rejection rates in excess of 70% at all levels of induced abnormal returns.
In conclusion, for all nonrandom subsamples that we test, the calendar-time portfolio approach yields the most powerful tests. However, we caution researchers that this approach is severely misspecified in nonrandom samples. For example, for the subsample of small firms the null of zero abnormal return is rejected for 19% of samples, while the rejection rate is only 2% when we induce a -5% abnormal return. The misspecification becomes even more severe with increasing sample size (untabulated). It is interesting to note that the correction for misspecification involves matching on relevant firm characteristics to construct pseudo-portfolios; hence, the calendar-time approach, which by itself is severely misspecified, obtains the highest power for most nonrandom samples only in conjunction with matching. To alleviate the concern that the correction for misspecification is only as effective as the quality of the matched sample from which the bootstrap distribution is drawn, we propose matching event firms with control firms based on their "propensity" scores discussed in Todd (2006) .
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Taking into account all three approaches, within all well-specified tests, the highest power achieved is only around 50% when we induce economically significant annual abnormal returns of ±5%. Thus, overall the power of tests for detecting long-term abnormal returns is quite weak in both random and nonrandom samples.
Conclusion
In this paper, we carry out a comprehensive analysis of the power of alternative methodologies to detect long-term abnormal performance following an event. Within the class of well-specified models, we find that the calendar-time portfolio approach yields the highest power in random as well as nonrandom samples. Interestingly, we find that the higher power of this method is attributable to the method of aggregation of returns (monthly calendar-time abnormal returns instead of annual buy-and-hold abnormal returns) rather than the in-sample fit of the Fama-French model or the use of multiple risk factors (size and MB). As noted by previous studies, the calendar-time portfolio approach is severely misspecified in nonrandom samples. The correction for misspecification involves the construction of pseudo-portfolios by matching event firms on relevant firm characteristics to obtain the distribution of pseudo-alphas.
Thus, the calendar-time portfolio approach works when used in conjunction with matching. 13 The propensity score is the predicted probability of a firm belonging to the event sample based on observed firm characteristics. This method of matching reduces the dimensionality of the matching problem to that of a univariate matching problem and has been implemented in a few recent papers, for example, Villalonga (2004) .
In recent times, it has become common to present evidence of long-term abnormal performance using multiple control-firm benchmarks with different matching characteristics and sequencing of matches. Our evidence shows that different technologies for matching with one control firm are all well-specified and obtain similar power. Hence, presenting results using multiple matching schemes may not provide additional or confirmatory evidence, but may in fact lead to a false sense of security. On the other hand, specification as well as power may differ when matching with multiple control firms or reference portfolios or when using the calendartime portfolio approach. Hence, confirmatory evidence using these alternatives would be useful.
A somewhat disturbing finding is that, regardless of the method of calculating long-term abnormal returns, the power of the test is quite low -around 50% maximum for economically meaningful induced annual returns. Thus, a finding of insignificant abnormal returns does not provide conclusive evidence that the market correctly and instantaneously values information conveyed by major corporate events. This table presents the percentage of 500 random samples that reject the null hypothesis of zero one-year abnormal return at the 5% significance level for induced abnormal returns ranging from -15% to +15%. Abnormal return is calculated as the buy-and-hold return of the event firm minus the mean of buy-and-hold returns of the control firms. In Panel A (B), event firms are matched with one (ten) control firm(s) on size and market-to-book (MB) and industry (Fama-French 49 industry classification). The first two columns report the weights attached to size and MB to obtain the matched control firm(s) based on the distance formula shown in equation (1). Size (MB) 70-130%, MB (size) matches an event firm with a control firm(s) that is within 70% and 130% of the size (MB) of the event firm and the closest MB ratio (size). "Random" matches an event firm with a randomly drawn control firm(s). The last two columns of both panels report results of specification with zero induced abnormal return. Column L (R) refers to the left (right) tail and reports rejection rates for the null hypothesis that abnormal returns are non-negative (non-positive) at the 2.5% one-tail significance level. In Panel B, we correct for skewness bias and report rejection rates based on empirical p values of the distribution of abnormal returns of pseudo-portfolios. This table presents the percentage of 500 random samples that reject the null hypothesis of zero one-year abnormal return at the 5% significance level for induced abnormal returns ranging from -15% to +15%. Abnormal return is calculated as the buy-and-hold return of the event firm minus the mean of buy-and-hold returns of the control firms. Multiple control firms (1 to 50) are matched on industry and equally on size and MB using the distance formula in equation (1). Reference portfolios are 100 size/MB portfolios constructed by first forming deciles of size and then deciles of MB within each size decile. The last two columns report results of specification with zero induced abnormal return. Column L (R) refers to the left (right) tail and reports rejection rates for the null hypothesis that abnormal returns are non-negative (non-positive) at the 2.5% one-tail significance level. Except for matching an event firm with one control firm (row 1), we correct for skewness bias and report rejection rates based on empirical p values of the distribution of abnormal returns of pseudo-portfolios. This table presents the percentage of 500 random samples that reject the null hypothesis of zero one-year abnormal return at the 5% significance level for induced abnormal returns ranging from -15% to +15%. The last two columns report results of specification with zero induced abnormal return. Column L (R) refers to the left (right) tail and reports rejection rates for the null hypothesis that abnormal returns are non-negative (non-positive) at the 2.5% onetail significance level. In Panel A (B), abnormal return is calculated as the buy-and-hold return of the event firm minus the mean of buy-and-hold returns of the control firms (reference portfolio). Ten control firms are matched on industry and equally on size and MB using the distance formula in equation (1). Reference portfolios are 100 size/MB portfolios constructed by first forming deciles of size and then deciles of MB within each size decile. We correct for skewness bias and report rejection rates based on empirical p values of the distribution of abnormal returns of pseudo-portfolios. In Panel C, the rejection rates are based on alphas of the Fama-French three-factor model. We correct for model misspecification by using empirical p values of the distribution of alphas of pseudoportfolios. This table presents the percentage of 500 samples stratified by size that reject the null hypothesis of zero one-year abnormal return at the 5% significance level for induced abnormal returns ranging from -15% to +15%. The last two columns report results of specification with zero induced abnormal return. Column L (R) refers to the left (right) tail and reports rejection rates for the null hypothesis that abnormal returns are non-negative (non-positive) at the 2.5% one-tail significance level. In approach I (II), abnormal return is calculated as the buy-and-hold return of the event firm minus the mean of buy-and-hold returns of the control firms (reference portfolio). Ten control firms are matched on industry (as indicated), with weights on size and MB shown in the first two columns. Reference portfolios are 100 size/MB portfolios constructed by first forming deciles of size and then deciles of MB within each size decile. We correct for skewness bias and report rejection rates based on empirical p values of the distribution of abnormal returns of pseudo-portfolios. In the calendar-time portfolio approach III, the rejection rates are based on alphas of the Fama-French three-factor model. We correct for model misspecification by using empirical p values of the distribution of alphas of pseudo-portfolios. This table presents the percentage of 500 samples stratified by the market-to-book ratio that reject the null hypothesis of zero one-year abnormal return at the 5% significance level for induced abnormal returns ranging from -15% to +15%. The last two columns report results of specification with zero induced abnormal return. Column L (R) refers to the left (right) tail and reports rejection rates for the null hypothesis that abnormal returns are nonnegative (non-positive) at the 2.5% one-tail significance level. In approach I (II), abnormal return is calculated as the buy-and-hold return of the event firm minus the mean of buy-and-hold returns of the control firms (reference portfolio). Ten control firms are matched on industry (as indicated), with weights on size and MB shown in the first two columns. Reference portfolios are 100 size/MB portfolios constructed by first forming deciles of size and then deciles of MB within each size decile. We correct for skewness bias and report rejection rates based on empirical p values of the distribution of abnormal returns of pseudo-portfolios. In the calendar-time portfolio approach III, the rejection rates are based on alphas of the Fama-French three-factor model. We correct for model misspecification by using empirical p values of the distribution of alphas of pseudo-portfolios. This table presents the percentage of 500 samples clustered by industry and year that reject the null hypothesis of zero one-year abnormal return at the 5% significance level for induced abnormal returns ranging from -15% to +15%. The last two columns report results of specification with zero induced abnormal return. Column L (R) refers to the left (right) tail and reports rejection rates for the null hypothesis that abnormal returns are non-negative (nonpositive) at the 2.5% one-tail significance level. In approach I (II), abnormal return is calculated as the buy-andhold return of the event firm minus the mean of buy-and-hold returns of the control firms (reference portfolio). Ten control firms are matched on industry (as indicated), with weights on size and MB shown in the first two columns. Reference portfolios are 100 size/MB portfolios constructed by first forming deciles of size and then deciles of MB within each size decile. We correct for skewness bias and report rejection rates based on empirical p values of the distribution of abnormal returns of pseudo-portfolios. In the calendar-time portfolio approach III, the rejection rates are based on alphas of the Fama-French three-factor model. Calendar-time portfolio approach
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